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TEST 1

UNIT 1

For questions (1-2) choose the best option to fill
in the blanks.
1 Emre: What’s wrong with you Celine?
Celine: I’m really busy with the school assignments 		
and I cannot do all of them on my own.
Emre: So, do you need help?
Celine: That would be awesome! You’re so 			
helpful, Emre.
Emre: You know what they say: “....................”.
Celine: Yeah, I totally agree with you. When I’m 		
in trouble, you’re always there to back me up. 		
Thank you!
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A The road to a friend’s house is always too 		
long
B Real friends always back you up just in times
of happiness
C Friends show their love in times of trouble,
not only during happy times
D Walking alone in the light is better than 			
walking with a friend in the dark

2 Jane: What do you think about Mike?
Jack: Well, you know that he was one of my 		
best friends in the past. However, he is a little 		
bit ...................... nowadays.
Jane: What do you mean?
Jack: He always thinks of himself and never 		
cares about other’s opinions.
A jealous				B generous
C stubborn				D self-centered

Answer the questions (4-5) according to the
chart below.
Teenagers love going to the movies or just watching
them at home in their free times. However, their
preferences vary from one another. Following
chart shows their preferences according to the
recent study.
What do teens enjoy
watching?

Comedy
Romance
Western
Thriller
Science Fiction

4 Which of the following shows the LEAST 			
preferred type of film?
A							B

C							D
3 Sarah: To me; a good friend is always supportive
and honest. I don’t like aggressive people and 		
I don’t want anyone of them around me.
What kind of people DOES Sarah hate?
A							B
5 According to the information, ..................... .

C							D

A no one prefers watching cowboy movies in 		
their free times
B almost all teens enjoy watching films that 		
are about love or friendship
C more teens like watching something funny 		
when compared to other types
D more teens prefer watching something 			
about space when compared to romance
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Answer the questions (6-7) according to the
passage below.
Hi! My name is Pamela. I have a lot of friends at
school and we mostly have fun while we’re doing
something but I cannot call all of them my real
friends. Most people believe that if you get on
well with someone, it’s enough to have a great
friendship with him/her. However, I disagree
with them because getting on well with someone
doesn’t mean he/she is one of your true friends.
To me; there are other important things that a
true friend should have. For example, they must
be honest. I just hate lies. Secondly; true friends
should always be supportive. When I need them,
they must always be there to help me. Finally, you
should have similar interests with them. In your
free times, you should have something in common
to have fun. Otherwise, they cannot be your true
friends.

Which of the following CANNOT complete the
sentence?
A always be reliable
B back you up when in need
C share the same likes and dislikes
D always get on well with you but can lie at times
7 Which of the following is CORRECT?
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6 According to Pamela, a true friend should			
.................................................. .

A Pamela agrees with most people about 			
being a true friend.
B Pamela believes having a good relationship 		
is not enough to be a true friend.
C Pamela thinks honesty is more important 		
than being supportive in a friendship.
D Pamela believes that if you don’t have a lot in 		
common, you can find other things to have fun.
8 I How about going for a walk to the riverside?
II Sounds great but I can’t.
III Hey Kyle! Are you busy tomorrow morning?
IV I have a broken leg. I cannot go for a walk 		
		at all.
V Not at all! Why do you ask?
VI Why not?
Put the dialogue into CORRECT order.
A III-V-I-II-VI-IV		 B III-VI-I-V-IV-II
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C III-V-I-VI-V-IV		 D III-VI-V-I-II-IV

Answer the questions (9-10) according to the
passage below.
Dear Samantha
Thank you so much for inviting me to Gina’s
surprise birthday party next Saturday. I would
really like to join the party. I know that it will
be so much fun and I don’t want to miss the
chance to attend such a great party. However, I’m
really sorry to tell you that I can’t make it. As you
know, we don’t get on well with Nancy at all.
Actually, it’s not a real problem for me. I don’t
need to have a great relationship with everybody
around me. Some people may have different likes
and dislikes than others. However, the thing
between Nancy and me is more than that. She
always tells lies to me. I don’t want to spend time
with someone that I cannot count on. I hope that
you’ll have a great time at the party.
P.S. Stop by whenever you want to take my music
archive if you still want to get it. Gina will love the
songs I have just downloaded.
Josh

9 According to the mail, Samantha ................ .
A downloaded great songs for the party
B doesn’t want to invite Gina to the party
C doesn’t want to take Josh’s music archive
D knows the bad relationship between Josh 		
and Nancy
10 Which of the following IS NOT correct?
A Josh cannot depend on Nancy because she 		
never tells the truth.
B Josh doesn’t want to join the party because 		
he doesn’t trust Gina.
C Josh will give his archive to Samantha for 		
the party if she still wants to.
D Josh thinks if you don’t share the same 			
interests, it doesn’t mean you hate him/her.

